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No more than three producers (Dr. Dre, RZA, and Prince Paul) can test DJ Premier's status as the most

important trackmaster of the '90s, and no style is more distinctive. Aggressive and raw, a Premier track

was an instantly recognizable soundclash of battling loops and heavy scratching -- all of them perfectly

timed -- that evoked the sound of Brooklyn better than anyone. Besides helming tracks for his main

concern, Gang Starr, since their 1989 debut, Premier's productions appeared on many of the East

Coast's most important records: Nas' Illmatic, the Notorious B.I.G.'s Ready to Die, Jay-Z's Reasonable

Doubt, Jeru the Damaja's The Sun Rises in the East, and Mos Def's Black on Both Sides. These drums

are classic...better than they ever been!!! These sounds were recorded and designed by professional

engineers using Pro Tools for the best sample quality available. These samples have been processed

with Waves processing tools and SSL compressors for more impact and presence in your musical

creations. Many drum libraries tend to have overused fx, have digital distortion and lack clarity as well as

the natural sounds that some of our favorite producers have come to rely on to make hit after hit. Our

samples are are carefully picked, recorded, and fully analyzed to ensure that they are clear of any faults

and have more live sounding feel which is credited to the drum sets, sound modules, and samplers which

are widely used by award winning producers. You will notice the difference once you apply these sounds

to your musical works and you will not regret it. This product is delivered digitally, so once the purchase is

made you can get to making your hits immediately afterwards! Not only does this give the product as fast

as your internet connection can provide, but it also saves you $money$ on shipping and handling

charges. A broadband connection is recommended for this purchase to ensure delivery in a timely matter.

Kit includes 511 studio quality one shot audio samples which includes

kicks,snares,hats,percussion,effects,scratches, and stabs For audio samples of loops made with these

drums visit beat-makerz.com HARDWARE & SOFTWARE COMPATABILITY PRO TOOLS, CUBASE,

CAKEWALK, ADOBE AUDITION, RECYCLE, SONAR, REASON, ACID, EXS 24, GIGASTUDIO,

SAMPLETANK, HALION, KONTAKT, WAVELAB, SOUND FORGE, VEGAS, FRUITY LOOPS, NATIVE

INSTRUMENTS, COOL EDIT, AKAI SAMPLERS, MPC 2000, 4000, 1000. KORG TRITON, KURZWEIL
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K2000, 2500, 2600, ASR10, ASR-X, ROLAND SAMPLERS, MC 909, SP 808, MV 8000, YAMAHA

SAMPLERS, AND ANY INSTRUMENT OR PROGRAM THAT READS WAV FILES. All samples are in

16bit WAV file format & are royalty free.Please read included 'readme' file for additional licensing

information. All drum kits purchased are delivered via digital download. Once payment is approved, a link

containing information for your purchase will be emailed to the email address registered under your

Paypal account INSTANTLY . Should there be a problem of any sort feel free to email sales

beat-makerz.com Also look out for my other bangin drum kits Timbaland Drum Kits Kanye West Drum

Kits Scott Storch Drum Kits Neptunes Drum Kits Just Blaze Drum Kits Dr.Dre Drum Kits Poppin' R&B

Drum Kits Soulful Drum Kits Luny Tunes Reggaeton Drum Kits AVAILABLE NOW !!HOT!! 9th Wonder

Drum Kits In The Creates Vol 1,2,3, and 4 AVAILABLE NOW !!HOT!! the Alchemist Drum Kits

AVAILABLE NOW !!HOT!! Eminem Drum Kits G-Unit Drum Kits Lil Jon Drum Kits East Coast Drum Kits

Classic If there is a producer's drum kits that is not listed and you are interested in, feel free to let me

know and we will see what can be done to accommodate your request.Searches:dj premier drum loop
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